
 
 
 
 

 
INTRODUCING THE L&C METAL FURNITURE COLLECTION  

BY LEWIS & CO 
 

Marylebone based Interior design firm Lewis & Co launch their inaugural 
metal furniture collection  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leading London Interior Design firm Lewis & Co are delighted to launch their 
first furniture line, the L&C Metal Furniture Collection.  
 
Designed by the firm’s Founder and Head Designer Luis Hernandez, 
signature pieces in the Collection include a Skinny Console, Skinny Table with 
Shelf, Rectangular Folding Tray, Bedside Table and Coffee Table Bench. 
 
Uniform in their appearance, the angular lines bring an elegant sophistication 
that captures the Lewis & Co signature design style - modern with a twist.  
 
Each piece in the Collection has been handcrafted from one raw piece of 
metal and feature slender legs that taper in towards the bottom. Form follows 
function, as each item is a practical object that can also be the centre point of 
a living room, bedroom or hallway area; the pieces are also perfect for 
displaying lamps, collectables or pieces of art.  
 
Valuing craftsmanship and championing artisan skill, the L&C Metal Furniture 
Collection is handcrafted by a trusted welder using raw metal in its natural 
state. Each design can also be made bespoke to order.  
 
Luis Hernandez commented: “As a designer, I like to work with organic 
materials in their natural state. With the L&C Metal Furniture Collection, I 
wanted to try push the limits of the structural properties of metal to create 



beautiful pieces for modern luxury living”.   

The L&C Metal Furniture Collection ranges in price from £375 - £995 and 
pieces are available from Lewis & Co’s Marylebone boutique and online line 
store. 

www.lewisandcompany.co.uk 

 

About the designer – Luis Hernandez  

Originally from Puerto Rico, Luis Hernandez has had a successful career 
working with leading interiors firms in New York as well as with renowned 
designer Tim Clarke in Los Angeles.  
 
In 2009, Luis went on to establish his own interior design firm in London and, 
in 2012, opened a showroom and lifestyle boutique in one of London’s most 
fashionable districts, Marylebone. Today, Lewis & Co has an exclusive list of 
high profile interior design clients located around the world.  
 
In addition to the interior design services offered by Lewis & Co, the 
Marylebone boutique and online store offer an elegant and eclectic blend of 
furnishings and lighting, complemented with a variety of accessories that have 
been hand picked and carefully curated by Luis. 
 

www.lewisandcompany.co.uk 
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